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The Problem With Traditional Data Migration/Integration
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SCENARIO: Find all tables and data points where Cust ID 1234 interacts with Cust ID 4321 in all MVP data sources

Disjointed Internal Issues

Disjointed DB/Architecture  Issues

Help! Data Acquisitions and 
cross-org. data access. Yikes!

Use case for today: How to tackle a $68.7 billion 
dollar problem and turn it into a benefit?



Data Migration/Integration, Time is of the Essence
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SCENARIO: Find all tables and data points where Cust ID 1234 interacts with Cust ID 4321 in all three databases

TOTAL TIME: 3-6 
months per data need

1. Identify the need (weeks with PMs)
2. Identify what fields/tables you need (days)

3. Check you define customer the same as those data fields (1 day)
4. Get an SME for the dataset to help you access/locate (weeks)
5. Review the data to find what you need (1-2 days)

6. Mine the data (1 day)
7. Check you got what you needed (1 day)
8. Find you missed a database/data source you needed (1 week)
9. Start from Step 1 until Step 6 is satisfied (weeks)

10. Start to clean the data, this takes a few tries (weeks)
11. Disambiguate data from the data you already have (weeks)
12. Put data into format/schema you need (weeks)

13. Start to find meaning in the data (aka continuous analytics)
14. Set up an update process to automate this process (months+people to 

maintain it)

15. Learn you have to completely reconfigure all your queries and locate 
missing data now that one or more data elements have changed, and 
no one told you (months)

1. Identify the need (weeks with PMs)

2. Identify what data you need; you may need to map a new data source to the graph, 
but you have a mapping/data schema to follow so adding new data sources isn’t as 
time consuming (days)

3. Attributes tell you how the data is defined (minutes)

4. No SME needed because the graph stores the context along with the data 
(minutes)

5. If you don’t know graph, access via API or GraphQL (hours)
6. Data is linked together in graph, so you don’t need to mine separate databases
7. The graph connects the disjointed databases and Step 1 took care of missing data 

sources (minutes)

8. See Step 7
9. See Step 7
10. Hyper graph normalizes the underlying data via Unique IDs to all contributing data 

from the databases, making disambiguation/data clean up much easier (days)
11. See step 10
12. Normalized and can be exported via API/GraphQL, JSON, CSV etc. (hours) 

13. Relations between nodes adds meaning so you don’t need to figure out all the 
joins, they are inherent (hours)

14. Updates are handled by the hypergraph via URI connections to the disjointed data 
sources

15. See Step 14 
TOTAL TIME: 1-3 days 
per data need

Lift&Shift or CrossDB Mappings/Queries Strategy Graph/HyperGraph Strategy 300% more effective in real-world use + more transparent



Mapping Data, Its More Work Without Graph

Type of analysis: Field to Field/Data to Data Mapping Field/Data to Graph Node Mapping

• Mapping data from disjointed data sources to a hyper-graph node or “hub” (red dot) creates a bridge for data 
scientists/analysis to have one query and one data source that connects everything together. 

• This level of abstraction helps folks get what they need without having to “go on the hunt” and also opens data 
to non-graph folks with you abstract the queries and data structure with GraphQL or APIs
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Ok, what’s a Hypergraph?
• Looks and acts very similar to a regular graph

• A hypergraph is a layer above your other graphs (if you have them) or 

your other data sources.

• A Hypernode can connect many individual data points that are the 

same from disjointed data sets, databases, or even data platforms in 

the case of acquisitions.

• Data can be linked at the database,

table, field, or value level 

(such as controlled values).

• Because the hypergraph is just the 

bridge to other data sources, it can

adjust to data changes or data 

additions more easily.



• Linked data uses URI (or UID) to make a resolvable link back to data, either 

in separate databases or even other companies if they have an API to 

query.

• This is very common in RDF-based databases, but there is no reason 

resolvable URIs can’t be part of your property graph attributes for 

a node to facilitate a connected data hypergraph.

• Adding URIs to existing data is a given for making this method work.

• Common areas for making a URI is using an existing UID and creating a URI 

out of it and making it resolvable or part of a registry (doesn’t have to be 

public)

First Step: URI/UIDs
• URIs are how you can tie together data elements without lifting and shifting, or making yet another copy of 

your data in another place

UID Connections: Best case is your UIDs match. Hyper graphs can 
help If they DON’T match



Second Step: MVP from the individual data sources
• ALWAYS start from a specific use case to identify MVPs. As you knockdown more use cases, the underlying data 

can be sunset if its not needed, or it can have less maintenance cost because the data outside the hypergraph 
isn’t as important to the global business use cases.

• MVP data for server player volume use 

case is in green

• Data that MIGHT be the same is in 

orange (needs ml similarity score or SME 

verification)

• Data in Yellow is not used in all database 

so it can be added with a shelf-life (i.e. if 

its not used in a certain amount of time, 

its taken out of the hypergraph)



Third Step: Make it Query-able

• The cluster of like-minded data gets its own node with metadata (hypernode). All corresponding data is then mapped to 
it using URIs (or at the very least UIDs). Hypernodes connect the metaverse ecosystems together for better data 
cleaning, enhancements, and analytics.

• When you want to query all the data, you only have to query for the hyper node and its relations because the 
hypernode contains pointers to all the data it represents across databases and datasets.
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For more information, contact Ashleigh Faith 

email isADataThing@gmail.com

or find me on LinkedIn at /ashleighnfaith

or my Educational YouTube channel @Ashleigh Faith

mailto:isADataThing@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ashleighnfaith/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZsTDApBUUdUpg024K33YNA/

